POTTY PD

March Tissue  “Because some pots of gold should be flushed”

WORD ART

Try out wordart.com for a different way of visualizing word clouds with pictures. Try a geography project with facts and figures in the shape a country! Or a geometric figure made out of proofs! Even try it as an icebreaker next year by having students take a selfie and put descriptors about themselves!

CANVA

Some of you have asked what I use to make these posters and the answer to that is: “Canva!” It’s an online Publisher-like application that allows you and students to create a wide variety of digital and printed media.

GREAT BIG STORY

CNN owned, Great Big Story provides short, engaging videos. “[Their] network of global storytellers have access to every corner of the world having traveled to more than 100 countries to share over 2,000 stories that transcend borders, engage and inspire wonder in tens of millions daily.”

They offer a large collection of polished, cinematic clips that can serve as warmups, hooks, human-interest pieces, or just a preemptive answer to: “When will I ever need to know this??”

SPLITSCREEN

Did you know that you can drag a tab out of Chrome to make a new window?

Try dragging a window to the left or right side of your Chromebook and it will automatically resize to take up half the screen, allowing you to work on two things at once!